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heights with only the most dangerously tempting
men. Okay, so they’re not quite human, but
that’s a secret. Tonight, Eric, the castle’s
resident vampire, will prove that he’s everything
bad should be. Talk-show host Donna Nolan—on
the lookout for a weird and wacky story—finds it
when she braves the Castle of Dark Dreams and
meets Eric. With the coldest blue eyes and the
hottest mouth she’s ever seen, he’s a primitive
call to the wild in every woman. Love between a
talk-show host and a vampire shouldn’t be
possible. But then, strange things happen in the
Castle of Dark Dreams...
Blood of the Damned Jul 26 2019 A Brothers in
Arms novel. A child when they were betrothed,
Sophia Middleton has been waiting twelve years
for Ian Witherspoon to return and marry her.
Preyed upon by her vicious father and older
brother, Sophie longs for Ian to rescue her. Ian
Witherspoon and Derek Knightly became best
friends during the Peninsular War, and returned
as lovers. Two more years pass before the desire
for a wife and children prompts Ian to recall his
little fiance. Ian is determined to make a
marriage work between the three of them. Derek
opposes the marriage despite Ian's
determination, but how long will he be able to
resist love's command? Sophie's vulnerability
hides a core of strength and the combination
enthralls and seduces both men. An apt pupil,
Sophie learns trust and passion from Ian, and
Derek tutors her in the ecstasy of surrender.
Love will conquer their fears as they fight those
who would tear them apart.
Flirt May 04 2020 When Anita Blake meets with

What Happens In Vegas...After Dark Sep 19
2021 Las Vegas…it's the town that lives up to
the promise of its nickname, Sin City. A
gambler's paradise for innocent tourists, it
conceals a darker, sexual world where the
ethereal and wraithlike meet to play a different
game… If there's one thing succubus Deitre
understands it's revenge. That, and enticing men
into arousing, exciting and, okay, perilous sex
(for him). Beautiful on the outside, demon on the
inside, she's going to get back at the naughty
firefighter in Darkness…unless he plays his
cards right… Bounty hunter Nell is a hell of a
tracker. Now she's in Vegas on the tail of the
witch who dared to steal from her clan. She's
going to get to the unsavory harlot through the
woman's ex-fiancé, and nothing about their
charged encounters will be shallow, quick or
friendly. When the half-blood fae male comes to
club Darkness, Elena can't resist acting on the
mind-blowing heat coursing between them. She
might be betrothed to another, but fae culture
says sex with other men until marriage is most
definitely foretold. Tattoo artist Devi is the latent
vampire the warlocks need to heal all wounds.
But taking her power is a sexually exhausting
and dangerous task requiring dark
deception…and gambling on her life.
Wicked Nights Jul 06 2020 From New York
Times bestselling author Nina Bangs comes the
first book in her sizzling Castle of Dark Dreams
series. Welcome to the Castle of Dark Dreams,
the yummiest attraction in an adult theme park
where women take erotic role-playing to new
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prospective client Tony Bennington, who is
desperate to have her reanimate his recently
deceased wife, she is full of sympathy for his
loss. Anita knows something about love, and she
knows everything there is to know about loss.
But what she also knows, though Tony
Bennington seems unwilling to be convinced, is
that the thing she can do as a necromancer isn't
the miracle he thinks he needs. The creature
that Anita could coerce to step out of the late
Mrs. Bennington's grave would not be the lovely
Mrs. Bennington. Not really. And not for long.
Tart Feb 10 2021 After baker Juliet embarks on
a passionate affair with a friend from childhood,
lawyer Cal, who has loved Juliet for a long time,
realizes that he must make a move or lose her
forever, a situation that leads to intimacy for all
three lovers.
Storm of Visions Mar 02 2020 First in a new
back-to- back series from the New York Times
bestselling author Hailed as "a star in any
genre,"(New York Times bestselling author J. R.
Ward) Christina Dodd delivers an exciting new
paranormal romance that introduces The Seven,
a secret society created to combat evil in all its
deadly forms...
Hexed Sep 07 2020 ***OVER A MILLION
COPIES OF THE IRON DRUID BOOKS SOLD***
'American Gods meets Jim Butcher's Harry
Dresden' SFF World Atticus O'Sullivan, last of
the Druids, doesn't care much for witches. Still,
he's about to make nice with the local coven by
signing a mutually beneficial nonaggression
treaty - when suddenly the witch population in
modern-day Tempe, Arizona, quadruples
overnight. And the new girls are not just bad,
they're bad-asses with a dark history on the
German side of World War II. With a fallen angel
feasting on local high school students, a horde of
Bacchants blowing in from Vegas with their
special brand of deadly decadence and a
dangerously sexy Celtic goddess of fire vying for
his attention, Atticus is having trouble
scheduling the witch hunt. But aided by his
magical sword, his neighbor's rocket-propelled
grenade launcher, and his vampire attorney,
Atticus is ready to sweep the town and show the
witchy women they picked the wrong Druid to
hex. Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles:
'Atticus and his crew are a breath of fresh air! . .
. I love, love, love this series' My Bookish Ways
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'Entertaining, steeped in a ton of mythology,
populated by awesome characters' Civilian
Reader 'This is one series no fantasy fan should
miss. Mystery, suspense, magic and mayhem'
SciFiChick The Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded
Hexed Hammered Tricked Trapped Hunted
Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged (short
stories) HAVE YOU TRIED . . . Kevin Hearne's
epic fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF GIANTS described by Delilah S. Dawson as 'a rare
masterpiece that's both current and timeless . . .
merging the fantasy bones of Tolkien and
Rothfuss with a wide cast of characters who'll
break your heart'. Out now!
Kindling the Moon Dec 23 2021 Meet Arcadia
Bell: bartender, renegade magician, fugitive
from the law. . . . Being the spawn of two
infamous occultists (and alleged murderers) isn’t
easy, but freewheeling magician Arcadia “Cady”
Bell knows how to make the best of a crummy
situation. After hiding out for seven years, she’s
carved an incognito niche for herself slinging
drinks at the demon-friendly Tambuku Tiki
Lounge. But she receives an ultimatum when
unexpected surveillance footage of her notorious
parents surfaces: either prove their innocence or
surrender herself. Unfortunately, the only
witness to the crimes was an elusive Æthyric
demon, and Cady has no idea how to find it. She
teams up with Lon Butler, an enigmatic
demonologist with a special talent for sexual
spells and an arcane library of priceless stolen
grimoires. Their research soon escalates into a
storm of conflict involving missing police
evidence, the decadent Hellfire Club, a ruthless
bounty hunter, and a powerful occult society
that operates way outside the law. If Cady can’t
clear her family name soon, she’ll be forced to
sacrifice her own life . . . and no amount of
running will save her this time.
Rebel Heart Jul 18 2021 After nuclear strikes
cripple the East Coast in the year 2135, security
expert Lana is alone with a secret she must
protect at all costs, even if it means placing her
life - and her heart - in the hands of Brady, the
compelling, dangerous leader of the rebellion. As
a member of the lower class, Brady serves two
masters: the rebellion and the regular army. It
will take all his connections and strength to
protect Lana and keep from falling in love with
her.
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stirred in him, Niall must convince her to
surrender-before he is forced to destroy her and
all she holds dear...
Jaded Mar 26 2022 The New York Times
bestselling author takes erotic fantasy to the
next level. Haunted by an attack, Lilya
Orensdaughter has become a courtesan in the
Temple of Dreams, determined to never again
lose control. But she'll do anything for Byron
Andropov, the man who nursed her back to
health-and now wants her to help his friend Alek
Chaikoveii come to terms with the powerful
magick he possesses. Lilya soon finds herself
torn between her desire for the man who saved
her, and the man whose soul resembles her ownonly to discover that in the world of unrestrained
passion there are no boundaries.
Heart Legacy Jun 24 2019 The award-winning
author returns to her “wonderfully imaginative”*
world of Heart Fire and Heart Fortune for an allnew Celta novel about a young woman’s destiny,
and the one man whose love could be her
downfall. After the death of GrandLord Yew
years ago, the Yews withdrew to their selfsustaining estate and disappeared from Celtan
society. The current head of the household is
believed to be eighteen-year-old Loridana. To
find out, Draeg Blackthorn has been sent to the
estate to spy, undercover as a stableman for the
stridebeasts—beautiful creatures that hold a
place in Lori’s heart no member of her family
ever could. Bullied by her family, Lori has
decided to abandon her bloodline and live on her
own with her true family—her animals. When
Draeg discovers she’s rejecting her heritage,
he’s appalled. He’s come to love the land as
much as the woman, even spinning small
fantasies of marrying Lori and becoming Lord
and Lady of the manor. Draeg wants her to stay
and fight her elders. For Lori, it’s an alternative
that could render her absolutely powerless to
pursue her own destiny, and drive her further
away from her perfect dreams and the man she
loves, Draeg. *Romance Junkies
Liquid Lies Jan 12 2021 Magic is corporate
America's best-kept secret, and Gwen Carroway
is the best at selling it... With her ability to pick
up any language in an instant, Gwen Carroway is
taking her family business global. As dutiful
future leader of water elementals, she'll do
anything to protect her people's secrets and

Cruel Enchantment Aug 31 2022 View our
feature on Anya Bast’s Cruel Enchantment.The
Dark Magick series continues from this New
York Times bestselling author. To keep her fae
race from being eradicated, Emmaline Gallagher
must retrieve an object of fae power from a
locked ancient box. Only Aeric O'Malley has the
forging skills to create a key. But will their
tumultuous past stand in the way?
Hot for the Holidays Oct 28 2019 Four romantic
novellas that will fire up your coldest nights…it’s
the hottest gift of the holidays. Four bestselling
authors invite readers to spend the night with
these novellas spiced with sexy romance and
paranormal passion. So come in out of the cold
and experience the thrill of a soul-stirring new
tale of the Breeds from Lora Leigh, a return to
the beguiling world of the Mageverse from
Angela Knight, and two more mesmerizing and
unexpected stories of sensual surprises and
seasonal spirits from Anya Bast and Allyson
James.
Embrace of the Damned Feb 22 2022 New
York Times bestselling author Anya Bast
introduces her newest paranormal romance, set
in the world of Norse mythology… A damned
Viking warrior. Centuries ago Broder Calderson
committed murder. As punishment, he was given
over to the dominion of Loki, the Trickster God,
made part of the Brotherhood of the Damned
and condemned to an immortal life of battle
against the Blight, blood-drinkers from Hel. A
mysterious woman he can’t resist. One thousand
years to the day he was damned, Loki allows him
a woman as reward for his good service and
repentance of his crimes. Once Broder sees
Jessamine Hamilton, he is overcome with need.
But Jessa is no ordinary woman, and the truth of
who—and what—she is could have dangerous
consequences. A tormented man she can’t deny.
Though a future together is impossible, the
warrior’s touch ignites an irresistible passion in
Jessa. But every heated kiss pushes them closer
to destruction. Forced to return to the brutality
of his Viking past to protect her, will Broder
surrender forever to his darkest impulses?
Midnight Enchantment Apr 26 2022 Niall Quinn,
mage and the finest thief in the Black Tower, is
the fae's best hope for freedom. But he meets his
match in Elizabeth Cely Saintjohn. Torn between
his duty and the shocking lust Elizabeth has
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bloodlines--including enter an arranged
marriage. Inside, however, she yearns for the
forbidden. Reed is a mercenary addicted to the
money and adrenaline rush of his work. After he
inadvertently saves Gwen's life, he ignites her
taboo desire for men without magic--and with
bodies of gods. Just as things heat up, Reed
discovers that Gwen is exactly who he's been
hired to kidnap. He resolves to put work before
lust, yet her luscious beauty and fiery spirit
unravel him... But there is a terrible truth behind
Gwen's family business--and now, caught
between the kinsmen she no longer trusts and
an enemy bent on vengeance, the only ally she
has is her abductor...
Drawn Together Jun 16 2021 Beauty is more
than skin-deep… Tattoo artist Raven Smith is
blunt and hard, broken and jaded, dark and
beautiful. While she doesn’t hide her painful
past, she does keep a wall around her heart.
She’s free sexually—but no one gets to the real
Raven beneath the prickly exterior. With a voice
like smoke, Jonah Warner is a smooth-talking,
highly successful attorney, with a body that
should never be hidden by a suit. He’s the kind
of man who never takes no for an answer and
always gets what he wants. And what he wants
is Raven. She’s a survivor, and he finds that
incredibly alluring. Jonah gets under her skin in
a way Raven has never experienced. He makes
her break all her rules—including her nomonogamy rule. But when a figure from Raven’s
past shows up at the tattoo parlor and drops a
bomb into her life, their relationship will face the
ultimate challenge… MATURE AUDIENCE
Dark Enchantment Jul 30 2022 View our feature
on Anya Bast’s Dark Enchantment. Seduced in a
dream by a handsome, rugged man, Charlotte
Bennett decides to let pleasure and desire lead
the way-only to discover her "safe night of
passion has dangerous repercussions.
The Magical Christmas Cat Dec 11 2020 Put a
little meow in your stocking with these tales of
Christmas romance from four New York Times
bestselling authors. Lora Leigh, Nalini Singh,
Erin McCarthy, and Linda Winstead Jones have a
special gift for readers: heartwarming holiday
stories featuring passionate romance,
paranormal adventure, and a distinctly alluring
feline touch. With four thrilling
stories—including one featuring Lora Leigh's
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genetically altered Feline Breeds—this is a
collection packed with more surprises than
Christmas morning, and more chills than the
snowiest winter night...
What Happens in Vegas...After Dark Oct 21 2021
Las Vegas…it's the town that lives up to the
promise of its nickname, Sin City. A gamblers'
paradise for innocent tourists, it conceals a
darker, sexual world where the ethereal and
wraithlike meet to play a different game… If
there's one thing succubus Deitre understands
it's revenge. That, and enticing men into
arousing, exciting and, okay, perilous sex (for
him). Beautiful on the outside, demon on the
inside, she's going to get back at the naughty
firefighter in Darkness…unless he plays his
cards right… Bounty hunter Nell is a hell of a
tracker. Now she's in Vegas on the tail of the
witch who dared to steal from her clan. She's
going to get to the unsavory harlot through the
woman's ex-fiancé, and nothing about their
charged encounters will be shallow, quick or
friendly. When the half-blood fae male comes to
club Darkness, Elena can't resist acting on the
mind-blowing heat coursing between them. She
might be betrothed to another, but fae culture
says sex with other men until marriage is most
definitely foretold. Tattoo artist Devi is the latent
vampire the warlocks need to heal all wounds.
But taking her power is a sexually exhausting
and dangerous task requiring dark
deception…and gambling on her life.
Seasons of Pleasure Nov 02 2022 Seasons of
Pleasure - Summer Pleasures: The Capture By
Anya Bast Book 3 in the Season series Lilane
wants Sudhraian blood on her blade for what
they did to her fianci and family in the early days
of the Nordanese-Sudhraian war. She stalks and
intends to kill Lord Rue d'Ange, the first
Sudhraian she sees after the bloody attack on
her village. Instead, Rue captures her before she
can carry out her plan. Rue recognizes the anger
in Lilane and also the pain and vulnerability
beneath it. He vows to turn her rage into sexual
passion and knows just how to stoke her dark
desires. As Rue seduces Lilane, he draws her
into a dangerous bluff designed to win Nordan
an edge in the war and gain protection for his
hunted people, the Aviat. In the end Rue and
Lilane might both lose their hearts. and perhaps
their lives. Seasons of Pleasure - Autumn
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Pleasures: The Union By Anya Bast Book 4 in the
Seasons series Lord Gregor of Nordan has never
wanted a woman like he does Lady Anaisse of
Sudhra. After the defeat of her homeland in the
Sudhraian-Nordanese war, he makes the
"sacrifice" of doing something completely
against his country's tradition-taking her to wife.
However, convincing her to allow him within her
body, let alone her heart, will be another war
entirely. Anaisse agrees to the arrangement out
of duty to her country, but Gregor frightens her
deeply. He seduces her repressed sexual desires
to wild and beautiful life, and makes every one
of her fantasies come true. Never has she met a
man she could so easily lose herself to, body and
soul-and losing herself to a man is her greatest
fear. But another man lurks in the shadows with
the sole purpose of destroying their union. He
waits and watcheswith a mind grown twisted by
the defeat of his people. His goal is to make
Anaisse embrace death, instead of Gregor.
Flamebound Jan 30 2020 After Xandra’s nasty
run in with the Arcadian Council of
Witches—where she was almost killed and her
boyfriend, Declan, was almost framed for it—her
plan is to lay low and figure out why its members
would torment the people they are supposed to
protect. Declan, temperamental and protective
warlock that he is, doesn’t feel so reticent. And
when violence erupts again, there’s no stopping
him from pursuing revenge… When a council
member is murdered in a fashion that screams
dark magic, Declan claims someone else beat
him to it. Xandra doesn’t want to believe he
could commit such a brutal act, but she knows
he has a dark side—one that his former love
interest Tsura understands better than she ever
will. With Tsura back in town, Xandra doesn’t
know whom to trust. And a killer targeting
witches and wizards is still at large…
Laid Open Aug 26 2019 The lovers from Lauren
Dane's “emotionally-charged, deeply erotic”
(Sylvia Day) Laid Bare, are back and taking a
vacation. All she needed to pack was a few
bikinis, a toothbrush and some sunscreen. This
is what Ben told Erin when he presented her and
Todd with tickets to Fiji and the promise of ten
days of nothing but sleeping until whenever they
wanted, sex without having to lock the door and
lots of alone time. And that’s what they have.
Long days and nights filled with pleasure. Long
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enough that the stress and exhaustion drops
away and the three can simply enjoy each other.
They’ve got heat. More than ever before.
Recharging their batteries has also brought new
levels of intimacy and connection. But when Erin
stumbles over the pain of her past, both men
band together to not only help her through, but
to help each other as well.
Jeweled Oct 01 2022
The Shifter Dec 31 2019 Before the Sons of
Destiny came to be, shapechangers ruled the
heart of a shattered empire and navigated the
uncertain shifts of fate… Years have passed
since there was any sighting of Family Mongrel
on the Shifting Plains. Yet traces remain, and
they lead south into the Correda Mountains. As a
favor to his brother and sister-in-law, Kenyen Sin
Siin has taken it upon himself to track down
these hints from the past and make sure the curs
have not survived. The trail grows colder, more
tangled, until he’s trapped in a valley where not
everyone is as they seem. He will either adapt
and survive or be uncovered and perish before
his mission is complete. Wary of strangers and
distrustful of the unfamiliar, Solyn Ys Rei and
her best friend have formed a secret resistance.
One of a rare few with the ability to stand up to
and evade enemies, she must still tread with
great caution, particularly when even her best
friend starts acting oddly. Allies could be
enemies lurking in disguise, and a stranger’s
face could hide a new foe as easily as a new
friend.
And Lady Makes Three Jun 28 2022 Book 3 in
the Torrid Love series. Emily Rothmeier loves a
good mystery. One involving a sexy man is even
better. But when sex crimes against older
women start terrorizing the college campus,
turning private investigator might be biting off
more than she can chew. After an evening class,
Emily witnesses something she doesn't
understand. A cry in the dark. A mysterious
figure racing from the scene. The front page of
the paper announcing a murder. Things don't
add up. Distracted by the watchful gaze of a man
who seems to be wherever she is, she isn't sure
whom to trust. Private investigator Rafe Healy,
is hot on the trail. Leads are falling into place.
He's going to get his man. But when Emily, who
fits the killer's target group in more ways than
one, tries playing mystery solver, he knows she's
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thrown herself into the line of fire. Not to
mention, her gutsy and determined attitude is
getting to him as badly as her tempting body is.
Keeping Emily safe and in line, fighting to stay
one step ahead of a serial killer and keep his
wits about him, will prove to be the biggest
challenge of Rafe's life.
Soulbound Apr 14 2021 As the seventh daughter
of a seventh daughter—and a member of
Ipswitch’s Royal family—Xandra Morgan should
be a witch of incredible power. But things don’t
always turn out like you expect… While she
hasn’t lived up to her family’s expectations,
Xandra has come to terms with her latent magic
and made a life for herself in Austin, Texas,
running a coffee shop where she makes potions
of a non-magical nature. While things aren’t
perfect, Xandra is happy—until she runs into
powerful warlock Declan Chumomisto. Xandra
hasn’t seen Declan in years, and though she’s
still overwhelmed by his power, she doesn’t trust
him. And when her own powers awaken one
night and lead her to the body of a woman in the
woods bearing the symbol of Isis—the same one
that has marked Xandra since the day she met
Declan—she’s filled with a terrible suspicion,
soon confirmed: the woman is connected to him.
Xandra doesn’t want to believe that Declan is
capable of murder, but as the body count
mounts, and Xandra’s own powers spiral out of
control, she’s not sure she can trust her own
instincts…
Succubus In The City Apr 02 2020 Lily has what
looks like the perfect life: a fabulous day job at a
fashion magazine; a killer figure she can literally
never lose; and a great group of girlfriends who
are always there for her. Oh, and she also justso-happens to be a succubus: an immortal
demon who draws her power from other men's
pleasure. Although working for the Devil does
have it's perks, Lily's realising that serving up
bad boys to the fiery pits of Hell is just getting . .
.well, lonely. Just once, Lily would like to wake
up in the morning to something more than a pile
of ashes but, contractually bound to Satan, she
will only be released if someone truly loves her.
Then the devilishly handsome PI Nathan
Coleman enters her life and Lily begins to
wonder if he might be the man she's been
waiting for. He wants to ask Lily a few questions
about a missing man, but suddenly someone - or
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something - wants Lily and her demon friends
dead, and Nathan seems to know more than he'll
admit to. Can a sweet-talking mortal and a girl
from Hell ever really find true love?
Good Things Come in Threes Jan 24 2022 A
tantalizing trio of tales featuring three strong
independent women, each seduced by two
gorgeous men. Stories include “Tempted by
Two” by Anya Bast, Jan Springer’s “Edible
Delights,” and Shiloh Walker’s “Voyeur”—sexy
stories that that could only come from Ellora’s
Cave. “Tempted by Two” — Anya Bast Miranda
has been traumatized by events in her past and
shies from emotional commitment. She does
affairs, not relationships. But soon she finds
herself confronted with not one but two men
who claim that she’s the one for them…forever.
Marco and Theo, two full-blooded Tylwyth Teg
fae, are desperate to make Miranda theirs. And
even if they’re feeling jealous of each other and
possessive of her, they know they must join
forces in order to win Miranda's heart back from
her fears. In order to show Miranda that she’s in
“good hands,” Theo and Marco convince her to
spend a weekend in sexual submission to them.
One weekend of incredible sex with two
gorgeous, strong, and dominant men? Miranda
doesn’t have a problem agreeing to that. “Edible
Delights” — Jan Springer Years ago, Allie
Masters lost herself in the scorching passion of a
ménage a trois relationship with her two striking
bosses. To regain her independence, she walked
away. Max and Nick were very fulfilled with
their gorgeous redheaded assistant. The
lovemaking was breathtaking, and both friends
willingly shared the woman they wanted to
spend the rest of their lives with. Then she left.
Now, Max and Nick have decided it’s time to
seduce Allie back into their lives. “Voyeur” –
Shiloh Walker Kye wanted to give his wife a
fantasy, so one night, he and his best friend
Connor gave her a night she would never forget.
Three years later, they gave her another—but it
would be the last one, because Kye is a ghost
this time, and he’s come back to tell his wife
goodbye.
Blood of an Angel Nov 21 2021 As a fairy seeks
revenge on the vampire who murdered her
family, and becomes sexually involved with
another vampire.
Eternal Hunger Nov 29 2019 Read Laura
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Wright's blogs and other content on the Penguin
Community. A dark and sexy debut paranormal
romance In the dark, fear and desire are one...
Alexander Roman wants nothing to do with those
of his vampire breed. Fate places him at the
door of Dr. Sara Donohue, who is dedicated to
removing patients' traumatic memories. But as
their world's collide, Sara and Alexander are
bound by something even stronger as one
becomes hunter and the other, prey. And Sara's
only chance of survival is to surrender to the
final-and most unimaginable-desire of her life.
Watch a Video
Raven's Quest May 28 2022 Epic fantasy
romance from the New York Times bestselling
author of the Elemental Witch quartet. Branna ta
Cattia is the Raven, a high priestess who has
come to Numia to defeat its tyrant. It's a journey
made on the strength of her prophetic dreams,
visions of ancient rituals, sacred spells, and of a
handsome stranger destined to help her.
Why My Wife Thinks I'm an Idiot Nov 09
2020 Meet Mike Greenberg, the popular host of
ESPN Radio’s Mike and Mike in the Morning,
the highest-rated drive-time sports talk show on
the dial. To his three-million-plus listeners,
Greeny is the guy who’s equally as comfortable
dissecting zone defenses as he is discussing
cashmere sweaters. He’s been to Super Bowls
and World Series, All-Star Games and Final
Fours. He’s interviewed Michael Jordan, Joe
Montana, and Wayne Gretzky. He gets paid to
enthuse about sports, which means he’s the envy
of most men in America. This is the hilarious,
sometimes touching, and endlessly entertaining
debut of one of America’s fastest-rising
sportscasters, a wry and revealing look at one
man’s good-hearted but mistake-prone attempt
to grow up before his children do. Marriage,
fatherhood, manhood, fame, athletes, crazed
aunts with gambling problems, the true
significance of sports, the worst possible thing to
say in a room full of pregnant women–no topic is
beyond his reach. But don’t take our word on it,
read what Greeny has to say about: • Dating:
“People who reminisce fondly about dating are
blocking out all the disasters and focusing only
on the few great nights. If that is all you choose
to remember, fine. But be aware that no
experience is without good moments. I’m sure
during the sacking of Rome there were a few
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decent nights; maybe they put on a play.” • Life
on the road: “Wife + television = no sleep.” “No
wife + no television = no sleep.” “Wife + no
television = sleep.” “No wife + television =
porn.” • Keeping things in perspective: “Never
assume you know more than the guy in the
camouflage tux.” • And, of course, marriage: “All
of us are married to women who think we’re
idiots.” Whether he’s talking trash on the radio
or talking dirty diapers over a fancy dinner,
Greeny’s determined to reconcile two halves of a
whole. So if your enthusiasm has ever been
curbed, or you’re feeling remote without the
remote, or you’re just wondering what exactly
goes on in a guy’s brain, Why My Wife Thinks
I’m an Idiot will be a source of comfort and
unadulterated laughter.
Dark Magick Jun 04 2020 When Morgan, a
hereditary witch, finds herself in possession of
her mother's ritual tools, she feels increasing
pressure from her boyfriend and possible soul
mate, Cal, who leads Morgan to use her powers
in ways she thinks is wrong.
Her Knight's Quest May 16 2021 They are
cursed by the gods, and war is their salvation.
Love is their deliverance. For centuries, five
legendary warriors have braved battles shoulder
to shoulder. But now they must divide and
conquer as lone champions against evil. Duncan,
a scholar at heart, is drawn to an isolated abbey
rumored to hold the answers to countering the
terror unleashed by Duke Keirthan. Inside the
cloistered walls lies the hidden collection of
forbidden lore on dark magic. But the real key to
the salvation Duncan seeks—both for the people
of Agathia and his soul—is the abbess herself,
Lady Lavinia. Hunted by the duke, who seeks to
harvest her powers, Lavinia knows Duncan
wants to help her. But can she trust the tortured
warrior with her secrets? In the end, it is only by
joining forces that they can save not only those
they are sworn to protect but each other.
Rising Darkness Aug 19 2021 USA Today
bestselling author Thea Harrison begins an allnew, darkly romantic paranormal saga, in which
the fate of existence itself lies in the
balance—and the key to victory may rest in the
hands of two eternal lovers… In the hospital ER
where she works, Mary is used to chaos. But
lately, every aspect of her life seems adrift.
She’s feeling disconnected from herself. Voices
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appear in her head. And the vivid, disturbing
dreams she’s had all her life are becoming more
intense. Then she meets Michael. He’s
handsome, enigmatic and knows more than he
can say. In his company, she slowly remembers
the truth about herself… Thousands of years
ago, there were eight of them. The one called
the Deceiver came to destroy the world, and the
other seven followed to stop him. Reincarnated
over and over, they carry on—and Mary finds
herself drawn into the battle once again. And the
more she learns, the more she realizes that
Michael will go to any lengths to destroy the
Deceiver. Then she remembers who killed her
during her last life, nine hundred years
ago…Michael.
And Falling, Fly Mar 14 2021 “Intriguing from
page one…White asks hard questions about
desire, damnation, love and sacrifice in a
beautiful, poetic way that will keep you utterly
spellbound.”—Anya Bast In a dark and seedy
underground of burned-out rock stars and
angels-turned-vampires, a revolutionary
neuroscientist and a fallen angel must pit
medicine against mythology in an attempt to
erase their tortured pasts... Olivia, vampire and
fallen angel of desire, is hopeless...and damned.
Since the fall from Eden, she has hungered for
love, but fed only on desire. Dominic
O'Shaughnessy is a neuroscientist plagued by
impossible visions. When his research and her
despair collide at L'OtelMathillide—a
subterranean hell of beauty, demons, and
dreams—rationalist and angel unite in a clash of
desire and damnation that threatens to destroy
them both.
Eternal Demon Sep 27 2019 When Erion’s son is
kidnapped by the evil vampire Cruen, Erion
vows to stop at nothing to find his
hideaway—including intercepting the traveling
party of Cruen’s beautiful bride-to-be. But
instead of a vulnerable caravan, Erion is met by
a feral band of female demons that includes
Hellen, the bride—a creature of dark magic and
darker passion. Though the safety of his son is
foremost, Erion can’t deny his unexpected
connection to Hellen—inflaming a manic desire
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as primal as it is irresistible. As their bond
intensifies, they move toward an inevitable and
terrifying battle. With time running out, Erion
realizes he must not only find and rescue his son
but protect Hellen from Cruen and the
underworld forces waiting to destroy her for her
betrayal.
Anya's Ghost Aug 07 2020 Anya could really use
a friend. But her new BFF isn't kidding about the
"Forever" part . . . Of all the things Anya
expected to find at the bottom of an old well, a
new friend was not one of them. Especially not a
new friend who's been dead for a century.
Falling down a well is bad enough, but Anya's
normal life might actually be worse. She's
embarrassed by her family, self-conscious about
her body, and she's pretty much given up on
fitting in at school. A new friend—even a
ghost—is just what she needs. Or so she thinks.
Spooky, sardonic, and secretly sincere, Anya's
Ghost is a wonderfully entertaining debut
graphic novel from author/artist Vera Brosgol.
This title has Common Core connections. Anya's
Ghost is a 2011 Kirkus Best Teen Books of the
Year title. One of School Library Journal's Best
Fiction Books of 2011. One of Horn Book's Best
Fiction Books of 2011. Winner of the 2012
Eisner Award for Best Publication for Young
Adults (Ages 12-17)
Messenger's Angel: Lost Angels Book 2 Oct
09 2020 For fans of J. R. Ward, Nalini Singh and
Charlaine Harris, the second novel in The Lost
Angels from New York Times bestselling author
Heather Killough-Walden. Are you ready to meet
the angels of your dreams? Gabriel has always
called Scotland his true home. Nevertheless, he
is stunned when his archess suddenly appears in
the land closest to his heart. Juliette Andersen's
encounter with the gorgeous silver-eyed
stranger changes their worlds for ever. But even
as they find each other, enemies surround them.
With danger closing in, they will have one
chance to fulfil a destiny written for them in the
stars... The Lost Angels will compell you into a
world of desire, danger and devastation. Read
the whole series: Always Angel, Avenger's Angel,
Messenger's Angel, Death's Angel, Warrior's
Angel and Samael.
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